Camp Augusta: Master of Fun & Games
Magickeer extraordinaire wanted with a passion for making wish, wonder and surprise a reality.
Responsibilities include designing and organizing intricate evening programs (magical worlds) and
daily Playstations (Augusta's version of camper's choice). The http://campaugusta.org/summer/activities/
limits of what the MF&G can accomplish
have yet to be seen! This role requires heaping amounts of creativity, people and group management
skills, and an organizational and critical mind. The MF&G will occasionally teach activities and may
even get to be a cabin counselor at times throughout the summer.

MFG Skills

MFG Tasks

-- Lives, breathes, and dreams in the world of limitless
play; constantly coming up with new and thrilling ideas
for bringing wish, wonder, and surprise to the camp
community
-- A tactical genius, able to bring intensely strong
organizational and delegation skills to the world of
camp-wide games throughout the summer
-- Oriented to developing efficient, effective processes
while bringing an eye for detail to every endeavor
-- Open, caring, patient, and flexible when working with
a variety of people. Builds skyscrapers from a diverse set
of ideas with visionary adeptness
-- Love for working with and teaching children in a safe,
fun, and intentional manner
-- Willingness to engage with the rest of the camp
community to offer fun, memorable experiences
even beyond the realm of the MFG (story
experiences, special wake-ups, cabin activities)

-- Develops and implements an elaborate evening
program for most nights of the week during the summer
-- Works with all staff to run a one-hour themed
programming session (Playstation) each day with
activities unique from the general programming
-- Oversees the writing, selling, execution, and recording
of all staff story experiences, seeking to engage both
staff and campers in a fun and organized manner
-- Designs and facilitates weekend programming with
the Program Director and Puppet Master - this is unique
each year
-- Organizes a wide collection of resources that support
MFG programming while inviting other community
members to use and return these resources
thoughtfully
-- Handles verbal and written communication
regarding staff involvement in MFG
programming
-- Takes ownership for consistent program
improvement through implementation of
feedback

http://campaugusta.org/staff/staff-app/
Apply Here!

